
ICE BIM Action Group 
Where is the ICE Membership with the 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
journey and what should ICE do to help 
digitally enable its members to face  
the future?

One of the key purposes of any 
institution is to keep a weather eye to 
the market and ensure the membership 
is aware, ready and capable of meeting 
demands. ICE has a long history of 
ensuring good communications and 
sharing takes place amongst the 
membership, supported by the formal 
training and publication services of 
Thomas Telford. In recent years this has 
been dramatically improved by the use of 
web technologies and this has expanded 
our reach globally. But what of BIM?  
It is many years since we have seen 
such a dramatic change in an industry. 
The recession has conspired with 
better technologies and a Government 
determined to lead the global charge of 
better value and international growth, 
how best do we respond and ensure ICE 
and its members continue to be valued 
as the best in the world?

The BIM Action Group was set up in 
early 2013 and was faced with the 
same question. They decided to ask 
the membership and get a picture of 
how the market was impacting various 
sectors around the move to the digital 
economy…..and here are the results. 

We received a good response to 
the survey. The sample gave us a 
representation across the sectors which 
have painted an interesting picture, 
especially if reflected in the responses 
from the first ICE BIM conference  
in 2011.

Back then the conversation was “what 
is this BIM thing?”,“Where can I buy 
one?”; this matured in 2012 to genuine 
hunger for examples and help in piecing 
together an understanding of “what 
shall I do next?”.

The Heat Map we have created takes 
that anecdotal evidence the next step 
and provides the Institution with an 
accurate picture of where you, the 
membership are now and where we 
should be collaborating in the future to 
provide you with help, guidance and 
information to ensure you face you 
everyday challenges properly equipped.

The Findings
The detailed findings will be further 
analysed by the Action Group in the 
coming months with detailed discussions 
with the sector leaders to ensure we 
bring local relevant help. However a 
common pattern from across the sectors 
was that there appears to be a very good 
understanding of what BIM is and some 
of the potential benefits available.

This is illustrated by the left hand 
section of the heat map which focuses 
on awareness of BIM across the key 
infrastructure markets and ICE areas  
of interest.

The questions we asked were selected 
to elicit an understanding of current 
awareness and its depth. 

It is clear from the responses that we 
enjoy a good understanding and - 
with the exception of some of the 
Procurement benefits - the participating 
individuals are clear of the “what” 
around BIM including “what can it do?”.

The right hand side of the Heat Map 
however tells a different story. It 
shows us awareness falls far short 
of the detailed knowledge required 
to confidently deliver a BIM Level 2 
project. The understanding of data and 
classification systems are a particular area 
of the process that needs support, but 
the fact that some sectors are making 
good progress will allow us to enable 
“lessons learnt” sessions and focus 
detailed support.

All of the documents and standards 
to enable BIM Level 2 have been 
deliberately made available free of 
charge so it was a little disappointing to 
see a number of sectors had failed to 
even look at PAS1192:2:2013, one of 
the key documents released in February 
this year. We will ensure that we 
redouble our efforts in communicating 
to all communities the resources that  
are available.

BIM Level 2 forms a key policy and 
will be mandatory by 2016. It is a key 
enabler to the Level 3 and Smart City 
Agenda and the Government is fully 
committed to supporting this vision. 

For our part ICE is keen to both 
support the UK Government and our 
membership and supporting businesses 
to ensure all ICE members are fully 
equipped to face the digital switchover.

Next steps: 

 �  Encourage more participation of  
the survey

 �  Understand and distribute the 
survey report and heat map to all 
parties

 �  Discuss action plans with each sector 
community leader to ensure suitable 
focused support 

 �  Ensure an annual conference is 
organised to disseminate best 
practice in the domestic and 
international markets

 � Training

 � Support HMG

 �  Make the Civils’ voice heard in the 
digital economy

 �  Collaborate with other parties to 
ensure the UK and civil engineers 
remain relevant and trusted in the 
Digital Economy

 �  Best Digital Civil Engineers in  
the world
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The organisation I work for is Embracing BIM and has started to implement a change process

I understand the relevance of Surveys in the context of BIM

I understand why the organisation/department I work for needs data

BIM is Key to sustainable construction

I have worked in a collaborative team before

I understand the method by which the organisation I work for procures services

I need more guidance on CESMM for BIM

I understand the relationship of the scope of services and BIM deliverables

I can see the benefits in working in a BIM environment

I believe BIM is key to improving asset management 

I believe BIM is key to improving operational efficiency

I think that BIM saves time and costs

I understand the relevance of GIS in the context of BIM

I have a good understanding of the impact of BIM on industry and my organisation

I think at present we are not fully realising the benefits of BIM in my sector

I have heard of COBie

I think that BIM has a huge impact on procurement

I Know what Employer Information Requirements (EIR) are

I have heard of IFC and BuildingSMART

I have a good understanding of the definition of BIM Level 2 and the drivers behind it

I understand the purpose of Plain Language Questions (PLQs)

I understand the term soft landings

I understand what COBie is

I believe BIM is only relevant to design and construction

I know how COBie answers PLQs

I understand the purpose of Uniclass

I understand how Uniclass can index COBie

I have read BS1192

I have read PAS1192

I agree that the BIM process is software agnostic

I know that CESMM allows you to estimate embodied carbon values 

The organisation I work for uses BIM to mitigate risks

I understand that deliverables can be checked in COBie

I think more guidance is not required on contractual and liability issues

The organisation I work for uses BIM to check compliance

I know that COBie can be used to check compliance
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